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Hydewide Residents Eye Inspection Update 
Heating and Hot Water repairs services – final inspection 
summary  
The inspection was instigated by increased levels of adverse resident feedback – through 
various channels including social media – about Hyde’s heating and hot water repairs services.  

The aim of the inspection was to explore the potential reasons for this increase in 
dissatisfaction and to work with Hyde’s Property Services team to put in place actions to 
improve the service.  

The inspection involved 7 resident inspectors, and activities included an online survey, a focus 
group, telephone surveys and a site visit. 

For further information about HRE inspections: 

 contact the Resident Engagement team on email: 
residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk 

 visit our webpages at: https://www.hyde-housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-
engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/ 

 
   
 

1. Outcome – to improve satisfaction of residents receiving heating and 
hot water repairs services from Hyde 

During the inspection HRE found: 

 There is some positive service delivery happening in certain areas, with some residents 
expressing satisfaction with how their repairs have been completed 

 However many residents were dissatisfied with the services they receive, and the vast 
majority of these were T Brown customers 

 HRE also found – through speaking to Hyde and T Brown staff – that T Brown are not able to 
deliver an equally good service across all of the areas that they deliver repairs services to 

 Hyde contract managers have not been presented with consistent and accurate information 
about resident satisfaction. Where complaints & other feedback has been shared directly 
with the contractor this has not been managed effectively which has led to Hyde being 
presented with misrepresentative satisfaction figures 

 The process being taken to report and log complaints – in order to monitor and learn from 
them – was not consistent. Residents were not always sure whether they should be reporting 
their complaints to Hyde or to the contractor   
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 HRE recommended that: 

 Residents should receive a consistent service regardless of where they live. To enable this, 
HRE recommended that the T Brown contract be reviewed to enable them to concentrate on 
improving the service they deliver 

 T Brown should also implement various improvements promised in their contract, e.g. more 
up to date digital technology and additional parts suppliers 

 Hyde need to implement a standardised approach to feedback collection which is used 
consistently by all contractors. The questions asked during satisfaction surveys must be 
reviewed by HRE to ensure that they show more clearly when residents are not happy, and 
allow residents to record the reasons for their dissatisfaction so that lessons can be learnt. 

 A clearer process should be publicised for residents so they know how and when to report 
complaints directly to Hyde, if an issue is unresolved by contractor 

Agreed actions 

A. The T Brown contract will be reviewed before September 2018 

B. Closer monitoring of contracts will be implemented to ensure that improvements are made 

C. A revised performance management framework will be put in place, with a guarantee of a 
minimum of 10% post inspection surveys completed 

D. The complaints procedure will be reviewed,  audits will be carried out, both of telephone 
calls as well as complaints reported and Hyde’s process for recording complaints will be 
refreshed  

   

2. Outcome – to improve the speed of repairs being completed 

During the inspection HRE found: 

 Some repairs were completed quickly and within expected timescales 

 However the completion of many repairs was delayed due to the time it was taking 
contractors to get hold of the required parts 

 Information sharing between Hyde and contractors around types of boilers and systems in 
place within shared schemes was not consistent or comprehensive  

HRE recommended that: 

 Additional parts suppliers must be identified for each contractor to work with – to increase the 
likelihood of specific parts being available 

 A new system should be implemented to streamline the process for getting new parts to 
ensure that fix first time targets are achieved and repairs completed more quickly 

 More relevant and useful information should be shared between Hyde and it’s contractors to 
enable faster diagnosis, quicker location of parts and more first time fixes 
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Agreed actions 

A. ‘GC’ (Gas Council) numbers of boilers will be logged on shared systems to make it easier to 
identify required parts for different makes and models of boilers 

B. Journey mapping and call monitoring will be completed to collect good practice on fix first 
time repairs and good practice will be shared with other contractors 

C. Analysis will be done into the types of boilers that are breaking down regularly and whether 
replacements need to be provided with more reliable models 

D. A system will be developed to enable better joint working between Hyde and its contractors, 
especially T Brown  

 

3. Outcome –  for residents’ needs to be more sensitively and 
effectively met, especially if residents are vulnerable in any way 
During the inspection, HRE found: 

 Some information concerning residents’ needs is being shared between Hyde and its 
contractors in order to give a better and more tailored service 

 However some contractors were not sure what was meant by ‘vulnerable’ and the manner in 
which questions about specific needs were not always effective or appropriate 

 Information about residents’ situations that would have been valuable to have been logged 
and acted upon – for example around safeguarding – was not always recorded effectively 

HRE recommended that: 

 Hyde contractors need to be able to identify where a resident has specific needs and should 
know how to respond to this and tailor their services appropriately 

 Contractors should know how to speak to residents in a sensitive way to get the information 
they require to tailor services  

 Any  safeguarding concerns - about the safety or well-being of a resident – must be 
recorded and shared with Hyde so it can be actioned appropriately 

Agreed Actions 

1) All contractors to carry out refresher training (together with Hyde) on safeguarding and 
providing services to vulnerable adults. This should include appropriate language to be used 
and the development of scripts to be followed when enquiring about residents’ situations  

2) Hyde to clarify with contractors what the process is for reporting any concerns that 
contractors may have about the well-being of a resident while delivering services 

3) Criteria for what is, and isn’t, vulnerable to be clarified and info shared with contractors 
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4. Outcome – improve residents’ knowledge about maintaining 
heating systems and awareness of what to expect from gas servicing 
During the inspection, HRE found: 

 There wasn’t enough information available to residents about how to maintain their heating 
systems throughout the year 

 Spikes in maintenance issues tended to happen in the winter as some systems had not been 
maintained and residents did not know how to do ‘quick fixes’ to ensure their systems would 
keep running 

 Some dissatisfaction came from the fact that residents did not know what to expect from a 
gas service and so had differing expectations 

HRE recommended that: 

 More information should be available and promoted to residents – both on the website and 
in other formats – about how to maintain heating systems all year round to avoid winter 
issues 

 Residents should be more aware about what to expect from a gas service, what will happen 
and what will and won’t be done 

Agreed Actions 

A. More information should be put online (to be available in other formats on request) about 
maintaining heating systems and this should be better promoted to residents 

B. Hyde will speak to other organisations to see what they do to raise awareness of gas 
servicing 

 5. Outcome – improve the variety of appointments available to make 
the service more convenient to residents  
During the inspection, HRE found: 

 Some residents were offered appointments within 2 hour slots, but this was not at all 
consistent. Most were offered AM or PM and some were only given a date 

 No residents that fed back reported being offered a Saturday appointment 

HRE recommended that: 

 Residents should be offered appointments in 2 hour slots as this is what was agreed when 
the contracts were procured 

 Saturday appointments should also be an option if the resident really cannot make an 
appointment in the week 

Agreed Actions 

A. Contract Managers will ensure that 2 hour slots are being offered to residents as standard 

B. A process will be put in place for Hyde to enable Saturday appointments if absolutely 
necessary  
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6. Outcome – improve the provision of temporary heating so that 
adequate heaters are provided when needed and residents suitably 
compensated 

During the inspection, HRE found: 

 Some residents with no heating (because theirs could not be immediately fixed) were 
provided with temporary heating, however this was extremely inconsistent. Some were not 
offered at all, and others were not provided with sufficient heating to warm their homes 

 Residents did not know what heating they could request, what the process was to request it 
or whether they were entitled to compensation for expensive temporary heating 

HRE recommended that: 

 Residents should be clear on Hyde’s policy for offering temporary heating and what 
compensation is available 

 Residents should not have to challenge Hyde or contractors to be given access to temporary 
heating or compensation if their heating system has failed and cannot be immediately fixed 

Agreed Actions 

A. The policy and procedure for provision of temporary heating will be reviewed, implemented 
and monitored to ensure that this service improves 

B. A ‘Task and finish’ review will be carried out by residents to get further feedback from 
residents and to further clarify what improvements need to be made to this service 

 

 To follow progress on HRE recommendations join The 
OAK… The OAK is Hyde’s award-winning RE site, where residents 

can join together as a virtual community to discuss Hyde’s services 
and take part in online exercises to improve them.  

Residents on The OAK receive regular updates about ongoing 
inspections, updates on progress against actions from past 
inspections, as well finding out about opportunities to get involved.  

For more info, or to join, contact the RE team (details below) 
 
  HRE online  

Did you know that HRE have their own pages on the Hyde website – where you 

can follow all the updates on their inspections? Visit: www.hyde-
housing.co.uk/tenants/resident-engagement/hre-and-resident-inspections/ 

 
 
 

Contact the Resident Engagement Team  

Email: residentengagement@hyde-housing.co.uk 

Telephone: via the Customer Services Centre – 0800 3282282 

Post: Freepost Residents Matter 
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